VIRTUAL COMBUSTION TESTS & INSPECTIONS

At Zeeco, the quality of the customer experience is a top priority and we continuously pursue new opportunities to improve the level of service our global customers receive. To build on this commitment, Zeeco is making our world-class combustion testing and quality inspection capabilities remotely accessible. Customers can now participate in inspections, monitor equipment performance, and analyze real-time combustion test data remotely via livestream.

Overview of capabilities available for all ZEECO® products, including process burners and power burners, flare systems, thermal oxidizers, and more:

**LIVESTREAM (VIRTUAL) CUSTOMER-WITNESSED TESTING**

- Virtual test hosted by a Zeeco Project Engineer via video conferencing software
- Livestream video of combustion equipment in operation displayed simultaneously with real-time emissions data

**REMOTE TESTING REPORTS**

- Test photos of combustion equipment in operation, showing flames at each test point
- Test videos of the equipment in operation at each test point
- Raw test data readily available
- Scheduled conference call to discuss results

**OTHER INSPECTION & WITNESS POINTS**

- Virtual evaluation hosted by a Zeeco Quality Control Engineer via video conferencing software
  - Factory Acceptance Testing (FAT)
  - Any standard inspection and test point
- Livestream video of equipment inspection in accordance with design specifications

Contact your Zeeco representative today and see if a virtual test or inspection will work for your application.